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Abstract
This paper presents an approach to mine parametric
state-based specifications from execution traces, which can
involve multiple components. We first discuss a general
framework for mining parametric properties from execution
traces, which allows one to apply non-parametric mining
algorithms to infer parametric specifications without any
modification. Then we propose a novel mining algorithm
that extends the Probabilistic Finite State Automata (PFSA)
approach to infer finite automata that describe system be-
haviors concisely and precisely from successful executions.
The presented technique has been implemented in a proto-
type tool for Java, called jMiner, which has been applied
to a number of real-life programs, including Java library
classes and popular open source packages. Our exper-
iments generated many meaningful specifications and re-
vealed problematic behaviors in some programs, showing
the effectiveness of our approach.
1 Introduction
Automatically mining properties, e.g., API patterns and
usage scenarios, from observed execution traces can be
used in many stages of software development, e.g., program
understanding, program analysis, error detection and test-
ing. In this paper, we propose a novel technique to learn
parametric state-based specifications from execution traces,
which can be used to specify behavioral properties involv-
ing multiple components in the program. Parametric spec-
ifications are specifications with free variables, called pa-
rameters, that need to be instantiated at runtime. Figure 1
shows an example of parametric specification that was in-
ferred by the technique proposed in this paper. The specifi-
cation contains a deterministic finite automaton (DFA) and
an equivalent regular pattern. It describes a usage pattern in-
volving two Java Util library classes, namely, Collection and
Iterator. Collection is the base class to implement collection-
typed data structures, e.g., lists and sets. Iterator is an inter-
face used to enumerate elements in a Collection object. In
Figure 1, update is an event representing a function call on a
Collection object that changes the content of the object, such
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Figure 1. Collection-Iterator usage pattern
as add and remove. It has one parameter, namely, the target
Collection object. createIter is the event for the creation of
an Iterator instance from a Collection object and it has two
parameters: the underlying Collection object and the created
Iterator instance. hasNext and next represent invocations on
two major functions of Iterator. The former checks whether
the iterator has more elements to enumerate and the latter
fetches the next element in the iterator.
The specification in Figure 1 captures two safety prop-
erties. First, once the automaton leaves states 2 and 3 and
enters state 4, no usage of the iterator can be seen after-
wards (state 4 does not have any edge back). It states the
following safety property: if an iterator i is created for a
collection c, the contents of c should not be changed while
i is being used. A violation of this property will cause an
exception to be thrown from Iterator. Second, Figure 1 also
shows a pattern of using an Iterator object, that is, start with
a hasNext and then call functions next and hasNext alterna-
tively. In other words, every call to the next function should
be guarded by a hasNext function call. The latter is not re-
quired by the Java API specification, but a violation of this
constraint may imply unsafe uses of Iterator. In fact, our
tool mined a conflicting pattern of using Iterator from the
pmd benchmark in the Dacapo [3] suite, indicating a poten-
tial bug in the program, which is discussed in Section 4.
Our approach mines parametric specifications from para-
metric traces, i.e., traces containing events with parame-
ter bindings. A parametric trace is usually comprised of
many meaningful traces merged, which may lead to con-
fusions during the learning process and significantly in-
crease the difficulty of inferring meaningful specifications.
Figure 2 shows a fragment of a parametric trace that was
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Figure 2. Fragment of a logged trace
logged in our experiments to infer the specification in Fig-
ure 1. Every event comes with parameter bindings, for ex-
ample, the first event, update(Collection:158), instantiates
the parameter Collection with a concrete object represented
using the first three digits of its runtime hashcode1, 158.
When observing a running program, operations of differ-
ent Collection objects, e.g., update(Collection:158) and up-
date(Collection:148), and operations of different Iterator ob-
jects, e.g., next(Iterator:119) and hasNext(Iterator:131) are
mixed, even though not all of them are interrelated. The
original trace, from which Figure 2 was extracted, contains
tens of thousands of events with many different parameter
bindings, making it highly non-trivial to infer useful speci-
fications from the trace efficiently.
Our approach is composed of a general framework for
parametric property mining, which allows one to apply non-
parametric mining algorithms to infer parametric specifi-
cations without any modification, and a mining algorithm
that infers DFAs from non-parametric traces. The frame-
work, as depicted in Figure 3, uses aspect-oriented pro-
gramming (AOP) [15] to specify and instrument observa-
tion points into the base program to collect execution traces
with parameter information. We then employ a parametric
trace slicing algorithm to slice the collected trace into non-
parametric trace slices according to different sets of param-
eters. The non-parametric slices are passed to the mining
component to mine (non-parametric) specifications. At the
end, we associate the inferred specification with parameter
information to produce a parametric specification as output.
The major contributions of this paper are:
1. We proposed a parametric specification mining frame-
work based on AOP and parametric trace slicing, al-
lowing one to use non-parametric mining techniques
on parametric traces.
2. We developed a mining algorithm to infer state-based
specifications from correct execution traces. It extends
the Probabilistic Finite State Automata (PFSA) [19]
algorithm to achieve more accurate results. The al-
gorithm outputs DFAs and equivalent regular patterns,
1The full hashcode is used in implementation.
which describe the system behavior in a compact and
human-readable way.
3. We implemented the proposed approach in a tool pro-
totype for Java, named jMiner, and applied it to many
programs. The results show that our approach is effec-
tive in mining compact and accurate parametric spec-
ifications. We also detected a few problematic behav-
iors in the Dacapo benchmark using jMiner.
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Figure 3. Parametric Specification Mining
Our solution to learn parametric state-based properties is
composed of three stages as depicted in Figure 3. The first
stage is to collect execution traces that exercise the uses of
the components under learning. A set of base programs are
needed to generate the traces. For now we simply assume
that the base program is given. In practice, one may use ex-
isting test cases, benchmarks (for example, we used the Da-
capo benchmark [3] in our experiments) or some automated
tools, such as the model-checker-based approach proposed
in [1], as the base programs. The base program is instru-
mented to log its uses of the target components. We make
use of aspect-oriented programming (AOP) languages, e.g.,
AspectJ [14] for Java, in our approach to describe the de-
sired observation points in the based program, as well as to
instrument the base program with logging instructions in the
designated observation points. AspectJ provides an expres-
sive, pattern-based language to describe join points in a pro-
gram, i.e., those points where one may insert actions, giving
us an elegant way to capture the uses of certain components.
Figure 4 shows the AspectJ code used to log method invo-
cations of Collection and Iterator objects, which generated
the trace in Figure 2 in our experiments. The AspectJ com-
piler then takes the AspectJ program and the base program
as input and generates an instrumented program that, when
import java.util.*;
public aspect col_iter_Logger {
TraceWriter w=new TraceWriter("col-iter.log");
after(Collection c):
(call(* Collection+.add*(..))||call(* Collection+.clear())|| call(* Collection+.remove*(..))) && target(c){
w.log("update", new Object[]{c});
}
after(Collection c) returning(Iterator i):
( call(* Collection+.iterator()) && target(c)) {
w.log("createIter", new Object[] {c, i});
}
after(Iterator i):
( call(* Iterator+.next()) && target(i)) {
w.log("next", new Object[] {i});
}
after(Iterator i): (
call(* Iterator+.hasNext()) && target(i)) {
w.log("hasNext", new Object[] {i});
}
}
Figure 4. ApsectJ code for logging uses of
Collection and Iterator
executed, logs a projection of its execution at the specified
join points.
Our framework adopts a divide-and-conquer solution,
that is, the logged parametric trace is first sliced according
to a set of parameters for which one is interested in gener-
ating specifications, e.g., {Collection, Iterator} 2. The trace
slicer, discussed in detail in Section 2.1, will produce from
the logged parametric trace a set of non-parametric traces,
each of which contains all the events compatible with a spe-
cific binding of the designated parameter set, e.g., in the
above example, a specific pair of Collection and Iterator ob-
jects. The generated non-parametric traces are used as in-
put to the specification miner, which mines non-parametric
specifications. The mined specification is then associated
with parameter information to output a parametric specifi-
cation. This way, the miner can focus on the inferring pro-
cess without worrying about parameters, allowing reuses of
existing techniques and reducing complexity of developing
new algorithms. The mining algorithm discussed in Section
3 shows an effective application within our framework, and
we believe that other techniques, such as the PCFO mining
in [1], can also be incorporated into our framework to infer
different types of parametric specifications.
2.1 Slicing Traces by Parameters
Slicing a parametric trace according to a set of param-
eters is based on a process of dispatching events to trace
slices corresponding to different binding instances of the
parameter set. Although the intuition is clear, developing
a correct slicing algorithm is non-trivial, considering the
fact that an event may contain an incomplete binding of the
given parameter set and/or irrelevant parameter instances.
2The desired parameter set is not necessary the same as the
classes/interfaces under observation, for example, one may choose a pa-
rameter set to be {Collection, Collection} in order to infer the specifi-
cation of interactions between different Collection objects.
For example, in Figure 2, if we choose {Collection} as the
target parameter set, a createIter event contains, in addi-
tion to a desired Collection instance, an irrelevant Iterator
instance. If we choose {Collection, Iterator} as the target
parameter set, an update event contains only a Collection
instance, leaving the Iterator parameter unbound. An im-
portant aspect here is that one does not want to traverse the
log multiple times for each parameter instance because that
would be extremely inefficient when the log is large. We
next formalize the parametric slicing process and introduce
an efficient slicing algorithm based on the work proposed in
[22].
Definition 1 Let E be a set of (non-parametric) events,
called base events or simply events. An E-trace, or simply
a (non-parametric) trace, is any finite sequence of events in
E , that is, an element in E ∗. If event e ∈ E appears in trace
w ∈ E∗ then we write e ∈ w.
Let [A → B] and [A ◦→ B] denote the sets of total and
respectively partial functions from A to B. What follows
extends the definition above to parametric events and traces.
Definition 2 (Parametric events and traces) Let X be a set
of parameters and let VX be a set of corresponding param-
eter values. If E is a set of base events like in Definition 1,
then let E〈X〉 denote the set of corresponding parametric
events e〈θ〉, where e is a base event in E and θ is a partial
function in [X ◦→ VX ]. θ is called a parameter instance
or parameter binding. A parametric trace is a trace with
events in E〈X〉, that is, a word in E〈X〉∗.
For the trace in Figure 2, we have E = {update,
createIter, next, hasNext}, X = {Collection, Iterator}
and VX = {158, 119, ...}. update(Collection:158) and
next(Iterator:119) are simplified representations of update
〈θ(Collection)=158〉 and next〈θ(Iterator)=119〉, respectively.
Definition 3 Two parameter instances θ and θ ′ are com-
patible iff for any x ∈ Dom(θ) ∩ Dom(θ′), θ(x) = θ′(x).
For example, (Collection:158) is compatible with (Col-
lection:158, Iterator:119).
Given a parameter set, some events may contain more
parameter instances than necessary. The following defini-
tion removes irrelevant parameters from an event.
Definition 4 (Parameter restriction) Given partial func-
tion θ ∈ [X ◦→VX ] and parameter set Y , we let θ Y be the
restriction of θ over Y defined as follows: θ Y (x) = θ(x)
if x ∈ X ∩ Y . Also, we say θ′ is less informative than θ,
denoted as θ′  θ, iff for any x ∈ X , if θ′(x) is defined then
θ(x) is also defined and θ ′(x) = θ(x).
For example, suppose Y = {Collection}, then we have
(Collection:158)Y= (Collection:158), (Iterator:119)Y = ⊥
where ⊥ means the empty function, and (Collection:263,
Iterator:131)Y = (Collection:263).
Definition 5 (Restricted trace slicing) Given parametric
trace τ ∈ E〈X〉∗ and partial function θ in [Y ◦→ VX ] s.t.
Y ⊆ X , we let the restricted θ-trace slice τ θ ∈ E∗ be the
non-parametric trace in E ∗ defined as follows:
• θ= , where  is the empty trace/word, and
• (τ e〈θ′〉)θ=
{
(τ θ)e when θ′ Y θ
τ θ when θ′ Y 
 θ
Intuitively, a restricted trace slice τ θ first filters out all
the parametric events that contain parameter instances in-
compatible with θ or no θ-compatible parameter instances
at all. Then, for the events relevant to θ, it forgets the pa-
rameters to build a non-parametric trace. This way, the re-
stricted trace slicing can be regarded as the combination of
restriction and the trace slicing defined in [22]. In the rest of
this paper, we use ”trace slicing” to refer to ”restricted trace
slicing” for simplicity. For parameter instance (Iterator:119)
in Figure 2, the trace slice is:
createIter(Collection:158, Iterator:119)
hasNext(Iterator:119)
next(Iterator:119)
hasNext(Iterator:119)
next(Iterator:119)
hasNext(Iterator:119)
next(Iterator:119)
hasNext(Iterator:119)
Other events are either incompatible with (Itera-
tor:119), e.g., hasNext(Iterator:131) binds Iterator with
a different value, or have no compatible instance, e.g.,
add(Collection:158) provides no value for Iterator. There-
fore the corresponding sliced trace is createIter hasNext
next hasNext next hasNext next hasNext.
A simple algorithm to slice parametric traces according
to a given parameter set X can be immediately implemented
following Definition 5. First, we go through parametric
trace τ to construct all possible parameter instances θ with
Dom(θ) = X . Then τ is scanned again to distribute every
event to τ θ for different τ according to the condition in
Definition 5. However, there are two drawbacks of this al-
gorithm. First, it is not efficient because τ will be scanned at
least twice during slicing, resulting in a much slower slicing
process when τ is very long. Second, and more important,
it assumes an offline slicing mode, i.e., slicing the logged
trace only after the program terminates. Although it is a
reasonable restriction, we may still need to slice traces for
programs with infinite executions, e.g., webservers.
Figure 5 shows an efficient slicing algorithm, called
S〈X〉 where X is the set of target parameters, which con-
structs parameter instances and distributes events at the
same time, allowing slicing to be carried out along with the
execution of the base program and supporting potentially
infinite executions. In S〈X〉, there are two global variables,
namely, Δ that maps a parameter instance into the corre-
sponding trace slice and U that maps parameter instance θ
into the set of θ′ that has been constructed and more in-
formative than θ. We omit the main function of algorithm
Algorithm S〈X〉
Globals: mapping Δ : [[X ◦→VX ] ◦→Σ∗] and
mapping U : [X ◦→VX ] → Pf ([X ◦→VX ]) and
Initialization: U(θ)←∅ for any θ∈ [X ◦→VX ],Δ(⊥)←
function handleEvent(e〈θe〉)
1 θ ← θe X
2 if (θ = ⊥) then return endif
3 if Δ(θ)undefined then
4
.
.
.
foreach θmax  θ (in reversed topological order) do
5
.
.
.
.
.
.
if Δ(θmax) defined then goto 7 endif
6
.
.
.
endfor
7
.
.
.
defineTo(θ, θmax)
8
.
.
.
foreach θmax  θ (in reversed topological order) do
9
.
.
.
.
.
.
foreach θcomp ∈ U(θmax) compatible with θ do
10
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
if Δ(θcomp unionsq θ) undefined then
11
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
defineTo(θcomp unionsq θ, θcomp)
12
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
endif
13
.
.
.
.
.
.
endfor
14
.
.
.
endfor
15 endif
16 foreach θ′ ∈ {θ} ∪ U(θ) do
17
.
.
.
Δ(θ′) ← Δ(θ′)e
18 endfor
function defineTo(θ, θ′)
1 Δ(θ) ← Δ(θ′)
2 foreach θ′′  θ do
3
.
.
.
U(θ′′) ← U(θ′′) ∪ {θ}
4 endfor
Figure 5. Parametric slicing algorithm S〈X〉
S〈X〉 here, which simply takes the input parametric trace
τ and invokes handleEvent on each event in τ . The han-
dleEvent function can be roughly divided into four steps:
first, it restricts the parameter instance of the input event
using the given parameter set X (line 1); second, if the
event does not contain any relevant parameter instance, it is
skipped (lines 2); third, otherwise, if the restricted param-
eter instance θ has not been encountered yet (Δ(θ) has not
been defined), we will construct new parameter instances
based on θ and create corresponding trace slices (lines 3 to
15). fourth, the input event is appended to all the trace slices
corresponding to θ ′ with θ  θ′ (line 16 to 18).
In the third step above, we need to decide which new
parameter instances to create and how to initialize the cor-
responding trace slices. First, we search for the most infor-
mative parameter instance θmax that is less informative than
θ and has been constructed (lines 4 to 6). θmax is then used
to initialize the trace slice created for θ (line 7). Then we
search for all the parameter instances that are compatible
with θ and have been constructed; such compatible parame-
ter instances are merged with θ to create new parameter in-
stances when needed (lines 8 to 14). The search is achieved
by making use of the mapping U and based on the follow-
ing observation: if θcomp is compatible with θ then it can be
found in the list U(θmax) for some θmax less informative
than θ and θcomp. Therefore, the nested loop (lines 8 to 12)
will find all θ−compatible parameter instances and create
new parameter instances and corresponding trace slices.
Creation and initialization of a new trace slice is done by
the defineTo function, which takes two parameter instances,
θ and θ′, as input and uses the trace slice for θ ′ to create the
trace slice for θ (line 1). The defineTo function also updates
the mapping U by adding the newly defined θ into U(θ ′′)
for any θ′′ less informative than θ (line 2 to 4). This way,
we ensure that U always contains the complete information
about constructed parameter instances. The correctness of
Algorithm S〈X〉 is guaranteed by the following:
Theorem 1 For any τ ∈ E〈X〉∗, given parameter set Y s.t.
Y ⊆ X , we have τ θ= Δ(θ) for any θ ∈ [Y ◦→ VX ] and
Dom(θ) = Y after we run algorithm S〈Y 〉 on τ .
Proof. Can be directly derived from the proof of algorithm
C in [22]. 
Example. Table 1 illustrates a run of algorithm S〈X〉 over
the first five events in Figure 2, given the parameter set
X = {Collection, Iterator}. In this example run, when the
first event, update(Collection:158), is received, a new trace
slice is created for the parameter instance (Collection:158)
and the event update is added to the slice. The second
event createIter(Collection:158, Iterator:119) also results in
a new trace slice which is initialized with the trace slice for
(Collection:158) because (Collection:158) is less informative
than (Collection:158, Iterator:119). Then the event createIter
is appended to the new slice. A trace slice for (Iterator:119)
is created at the third event hasNext(Iterator:119) with the
initial value  because no other parameter instance is less
informative than it. The event hasNext is then appended
to both slices corresponding to (Collection:158, Iterator:119)
and (Iterator:119). The fourth event next(Iterator:119) does
not lead to creation of new trace slice and hasNext is ap-
pended to both slices corresponding to (Collection:158, It-
erator:119) and (Iterator:119). Two new trace slices are
created at the fifth event update(Collection:148), namely,
one for (Collection:148) and one for (Collection:148, Itera-
tor:119). The former is initialized to be  and the latter is
initialized using the slice for (Iterator:119).
Discussions. Algorithm S〈X〉 also generates trace slices for
parameter instance θ with Dom(θ) ⊂ X . In the example in
Table 1, we have the slices for (Collection:158) and for (Iter-
ator:119). It is worth noting that these slices are used for in-
termediate purposes only, e.g., the slice for (Collection:158)
is used to initialize the slice for (Collection:158, Iterator:119)
in Table 1. So they can be different from the resulting slice
of S〈X〉 if X = Dom(θ). For instance, if X = {Iterator}
then the slice for ((Iterator:119) will contain the first cre-
ateIter in Figure 2, which is not included in the slice for
(Iterator:119) in Table 1 when X = {Collection, Iterator}.
2.2 Removing Redundant Traces
One may also notice that one of the new parameter in-
stances created at the fifth event in the above example, that
is, (Collection:148, Iterator:119), is redundant since Itera-
tor:119 is an iterator over Collection:158 and is not related
to Collection:148 during execution. Redundant traces may
bring noise into the learning process, reducing the precision
of the resulting specification. We develop a heuristic to re-
move redundant trace slices, as described in what follows.
Definition 6 For any τ ∈ E〈X〉∗, we say two parameter
instances θ and θ′ are connected in τ iff either there exists
an event e〈θ′′〉 ∈ τ s.t. θ  θ′′ and θ′  θ′′, or there exists
a parameter instance θ′′ s.t. θ and θ′′ are connected in τ
and θ′ and θ′′ are connected in τ .
Intuitively, θ and θ′ are connected if they interact through
an event or a series of events in τ . For example, in Figure
2, (Collection:158) and (Iterator:119) are connected because
of the first createIter event.
Definition 7 For any τ ∈ E〈X〉∗, parameter instance θ is
redundant iff we can find two non-empty θ ′ and θ′′ s.t. θ′ 
θ, θ′′  θ and θ′ and θ′′ are not connected in τ .
Only those trace slices whose corresponding parameter
instances are not redundant are used in the mining pro-
cess. For the example in Table 1, the trace slice for (Collec-
tion:148, Iterator:119) will not be used for specification min-
ing because there is no event that connects Collection:148
with Iterator:119. The redundancy check of parameter in-
stances can be efficiently implemented by storing parameter
instances as graphs whose nodes are instances of individual
parameters and edges connect nodes that are connected in τ .
When the trace slice for θ is updated using event e〈θe〉, θe
is used to add new edges in the graph for θ. Therefore, a pa-
rameter instance is redundant if its graph is not connected.
Since algorithm S〈X〉 can be used for online slicing, i.e.,
slicing the trace on the fly, one may directly generate non-
parametric traces from the observed execution using S〈X〉.
We choose to have a simple logging process and then slice
the logged trace because it reduces the runtime overhead
of observing the execution and allows reusing the logged
trace for slicing using different parameter set. For example,
one can use the trace in Figure 2 to generate non-parametric
traces for {Collection}, {Iterator} or {Collection, Iterator}.
3 Mining From Successful Traces
We develop a state-based specification mining algorithm
that infers a deterministic finite automaton (DFA) together
with an equivalent regular pattern from non-parametric
update(Collection:158) createIter(Collection:158, Iterator:119) hasNext(Iterator:119)
():
(Collection:158):update
():
(Collection:158):update
(Collection:158, Iterator:119):update createIter
():
(Collection:158):update
(Collection:158, Iterator:119):update createIter hasNext
(Iterator:119):hasNext
next(Iterator:119) update(Collection:148) ...
():
(Collection:158):update
(Collection:158, Iterator:119):update createIter hasNext next
(Iterator:119):hasNext next
():
(Collection:158):update
(Collection:158, Iterator:119):update createIter hasNextnext
(Iterator:119):hasNext next
(Collection:148):update
(Collection:148, Iterator:119):hasNext next update
...
Table 1. A run of the trace slicing algorithm S〈X〉 (top table first, followed by the bottom table).
traces. The proposed mining process is illustrated in Fig-
ure 6. It consists of three components, namely, a Proba-
bilistic Finite State Automata(PFSA) learner, an automaton
refiner and a regular pattern generator. The regular pat-
tern generator uses the Brzozowski method [5] to gener-
ate equivalent regular patterns from deterministic finite state
machines. The generated regular pattern is then simplified
using a set of rules. The algorithm produces a reasonably
compact (but not necessarily minimal) pattern that can be
easily understood, facilitating documentation and program
understanding. We next discuss the PFSA learner and the
refiner in more depth.
PFSA 
Learner
DFA 1
Automata 
Refiner
DFA 2
Regular Pattern 
Generator
Regular
Pattern
Non-Parametric 
Trace Slices
Figure 6. Approach overview.
3.1 PFSA Learner
A PFSA learner infers a finite state machine from a set
of strings, i.e., non-parametric traces in this paper. The in-
ferred state machine accepts at least the given set of strings
and may allow more since the PFSA learner usually gener-
alizes during the learning process. A number of approaches
have been proposed to build the PFSA learner [8]. We
adopted the sk-string algorithm in [19] because it performs
better in inferring small automata. The interested reader
should refer to [19] for a full description and explanation.
The sk-string PFSA learner first constructs a prefix tree,
which is essentially an FSA that accepts precisely the input
set of strings. Each arc of the prefix tree is labeled with a
frequency that represents how many times the arc was tra-
versed during the creation of the tree. The sk-string algo-
rithm is then used to merge states in the prefix tree to build
a more compact and more general non-deterministic finite
automaton. State merging is based on the concept called sk-
equivalence. Let Σ be the set of words used in the strings,
Q be the set of states in the prefix tree, δ : Q×Σ∗ → 2Q be
the transition function, and FC be the set of final states. The
set of k-strings of state q is then defined to the set {z | z ∈
Σ∗, | z |= k ∧ δ(q, z) ⊂ Q∨ | z |< k ∧ δ(q, z) ∩ FC 
= ∅}.
Each k-string has a probability associated with it which is
the product of the probabilities of the arcs traversed in gen-
erating the string. Two states are considered mergeable if
the sets consisting of the top s percent of their distribution of
k-string are the same (i.e., sk-equivalence). It is computed
as follows: the k-stirngs of a state are arranged in decreas-
ing order of their probabilities. The top n strings, whose
probabilities add up to s percent or more with n being as
small as possible, are retained and the remaining strings
(those having lower probabilities) are ignored. Two states
are sk-equivalent if the sets of the top n strings of both are
the same. The process of merging states is repeated until no
more states are sk-equivalent. This way, the algorithm in-
fers an NFA accepting a superset of the input strings. Then
it converts the NFA into a DFA.
In our approach, the set of input strings to the PFSA
learner is the set of non-parametric trace slices generated
from the logged trace by the trace slicer. The learner out-
puts a DFA, whose nodes represent the states of the involved
components and edges are labeled with events. Figure 7
gives the DFA describing the interaction between a Collec-
tion object and a Iterator instance, which is inferred by the
PFSA learner, together with an equivalent regular pattern.
0 1 2 3
update
update
createIter hasNext
createIter
next
hasNext
(update * (createIter (hasNext next) +) + update) * update * (createIter (hasNext next)+) * hasNext*
update
Figure 7. PFSA for Collection and Iterator
3.2 Automata Refiner
Although the PFSA learner usually generates a small au-
tomaton, the resulting automaton often over-generalizes and
accepts a large number of traces that should not be allowed.
For example, a trace createIter hasNext next createIter can
be accepted by the automaton in Figure 7, while it is impos-
sible to occur during any execution because for any given
pair of Collection and Iterator objects, only one createIter
event can be observed. An over-generalized specification
undermines the effectiveness of its applications. For exam-
ple, it may cause misunderstanding of the system behaviors
when used for reverse engineering, or miss potential errors
when used for program testing and verification. Also, an
over-generalized automaton often (but not necessarily) pro-
duces a more complicated regular pattern as the final result,
e.g., the one in Figure 7, increasing the difficulty of human
inspection. Therefore, we devised an algorithm to refine the
PFSA-inferred automaton using again the traces from which
the automaton is inferred, which is depicted in Figure 8.
Definition 8 Automaton. An automaton is a tuple
(S,Σ, i, δ, F ) where S is a set of states, Σ is a set of events,
i ∈ S is the initial state, δ : [S × Σ ◦→ S] is the transition
function, and F ⊆ S is the set of final states.
In algorithm R, we first expand the input automaton us-
ing the expand function which splits each state according
to its incoming edges. The incoming edges are counted as
follows: if δ(s, e) = s′ for some s 
= s′ then e represents
an incoming edge to s’. Also, we assume that the initial
state has a default incoming edge (lines 3 to 5 in expand).
Hence, state 0 in Figure 7 has two incoming edges, namely,
a default one and one from state 3, while state 1 also has
two incoming edges from states 0 and 3. If state s has n
incoming edges then n new states are generated for the new
automaton and we keep the mapping from s to the corre-
sponding set of newly created states in γ (lines 6 to 8 in
expand). Function expand then builds the transition func-
tion for the new automaton (lines 10 to 23) as follows: if
δ(s′, e) = s is a transition in the input automaton and s 
= s ′
then we choose a state s′′ from γ(s) with no incoming edges
at this point and add transitions from every state in γ(s ′) to
s′′. In addition, if s is a final state then all states in γ(s)
are also final; if s is the initial state then we choose a state
from γ(s) with no incoming edges as the new initial state.
This way, we expand the input automaton to an equivalent
automaton in which every state has a set of incoming edges
corresponding to one incoming edge in the original automa-
ton. Figure 9 shows the expanded automaton of Figure 7.
Algorithm R then traverses the expanded automaton us-
ing the input set of traces and marks the transitions used in
the traversal (lines 3 to 13). After all the traces are applied,
R removes the unmarked transitions from the expanded au-
tomaton. For example, Figure 10 shows the automaton after
R traverses the expanded automaton in Figure 9. Two edges
are removed in Figure 10, namely, from 01 to 11 and from
3 to 12 because they are not traversed in any trace. The
reduced automaton is then compresses by merging states
that have the same out-going transitions and removing those
states that have no incoming states. For example, state 12 in
Figure 10 needs to be removed because it has no incoming
edges and states 21 and 22 should be merged. At the end,
we associate the compressed automaton with parameter in-
formation removed during parametric slicing. This way, we
can achieve the automaton shown in Figure 1. Note that the
refined automaton may contain more states but it is more re-
strictive and precise than the PFSA-inferred automaton, and
Algorithm R
Input: automaton A = (S,Σ, i, δ : [S × Σ ◦→S], F ),
set of traces T ⊂ Σ∗
Output: automaton Ar
Locals: automaton A′ = (S′,Σ, i′, δ′, F ′),
state s, s′ and transition function δr
1 A′ ← expand(A)
2 δr ← ⊥
3 foreach (τ ∈ T ) do
4
.
.
.
s ← i′
5
.
.
.
foreach e ∈ τ do
6
.
.
.
.
.
.
s′ ← s
7
.
.
.
.
.
.
s ← δ′(s, e)
8
.
.
.
.
.
.
δr(s′, e) ← s
9
.
.
.
.
.
.
if (δr = δ′) then
10
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
goto 14
11
.
.
.
.
.
.
endif
12
.
.
.
endfor
13 endfor
14 A′ ← (S′,Σ, i′, δr, F ′)
15 Ar ← mergeIdenticalStates(A′)
16 output(Ar)
function expand(A = (S,Σ, i, δ, F ))
Output: automaton A′ = (S′,Σ, i′, δ′, F ′)
Locals: integer n, set of states D, mapping γ : S → 2S′
Initialization: S′ ← ∅, F ′ ← ∅, δ′ ← ⊥
1 foreach (s ∈ S) do
2
.
.
.
n ← countIncomingEdges(s,A)
3
.
.
.
if (s = i) do
4
.
.
.
.
.
.
n ← n + 1
5
.
.
.
endif
6
.
.
.
D ← getFreshStates(n)
7
.
.
.
S′ ← D ∪ S′
8
.
.
.
γ(s) ← D
9 endfor
10 foreach (s ∈ S) do
11
.
.
.
foreach (s′ 
= s ∈ S s.t. δ(s′, e) = s for some e) do
12
.
.
.
.
.
.
s′′ ← pickOneWithNoIncomingEdge(γ(s), δ′)
13
.
.
.
.
.
.
foreach (s′′′ ∈ γ(s′)) do
14
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
δ′(s′′′, e) = s′′
15
.
.
.
.
.
.
endfor
16
.
.
.
endfor
17
.
.
.
if (s ∈ F ) then
18
.
.
.
.
.
.
F ′ ← F ′ ∪ γ(s)
19
.
.
.
endif
20
.
.
.
if (s = i) then
21
.
.
.
.
.
.
i′ ← pickOneWithNoIncomingEdge(γ(s), δ′)
22
.
.
.
endif
23 endfor
24 return A′
Figure 8. Automaton refining algorithm R
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Figure 9. Expanded automaton of Figure 7
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Figure 10. Reduced automaton of Figure 9
still accepts all the input traces. Moreover, our experiments
show that the refined automaton usually results in a much
more compact regular pattern like in the above example.
3.3 Limitations and Heuristics
One major limitation of our mining technique is that only
positive traces are considered, i.e., all the input traces are
regarded as ”correct” traces. In other words, the learning
process cannot use ”negative” traces to refine and gener-
alize the inferred automaton. Therefore, it requires more
input traces than the techniques that make use of both pos-
itive and negative traces. We choose this algorithm in our
approach because it is easier to collect positive traces than
to collect negative traces from existing, well-used programs,
especially when no a priori knowledge is given for the prop-
erty we want to infer. Also, our experiments show that
the number of traces needed for this algorithm to produce
meaningful results is usually reasonable: in fact, no special
effort was spent to obtain enough traces in our experiments,
partially because the parametric slicing technique produces
many non-parametric slices from a few observed paramet-
ric traces. Moreover, even when the input contains incorrect
traces, it is easy for the user to catch the abnormal behaviors
using the human-readable output, such as in the problematic
usage of Iterator in the Dacapo pmd benchmark discussed in
Section 4.
Another limitation, which is shared by most dynamic
mining techniques, is that the inferred property is often spe-
cific to the base program used to generate the traces. For
example, the usage pattern of Iterator mined in our experi-
ment is createIter (hasNext next)* hasNext?. But the most
general pattern allowed by the Java API specification, al-
though uncommon in practice, is createIter (hasNext+ next)*
hasNext?, which allows multiple hasNext before a next. To
overcome this limitation, we use at least two different base
programs for each set of target classes. But, similar to the
above argument, the generated application-specific property
is actually useful for detecting possible behavioral errors.
The third limitation is related to choosing a proper event
set E . Including irrelevant events in E may bring noise into
the mining process, resulting in unnecessarily complicated
automata and hard-to-understand regular patterns. Even
when all the events in E are relevant, some of them may
play the same role in the specification and can be grouped
to achieve more compact results. We applied the follow-
ing heuristics to minimize the impact of this limitation in
our experiments. First, the methods of a target class are
grouped according to common prefixes or suffixes, such as
get and set. Methods in the same group generates the same
events. Second, for classes containing more method groups
than a given threshold, 5 in our experiments, we ignore pure
methods, i.e., methods that do not change the target object,
according to the name of the method group, e.g., get and
is. Third, after the automaton is inferred, events that cause
the same transitions are grouped using disjunctions and re-
ported by our tool. One can choose to name the grouped
events to achieve a more compact specification. For ex-
ample, the original pattern mined for the Collection-Iterator
example in Figure 1 was (add || remove || clear)* (cre-
ateIter(hasNext next)* hasNext? (add || remove || clear)*)?.
We renamed (add || remove || clear) to update to achieve the
more concise result in Figure 1. Figure 4 was modified ac-
cordingly. The experiments show that these heuristics can
greatly improve quality of resulting specifications without
requiring much effort on the user.
4 Evaluation
We have implemented our mining approach in a tool pro-
totype for Java, named jMiner, and applied it to a set of pro-
grams. In our experiments, we manually wrote ApsectJ pro-
grams to log uses of target classes. After the logged traces
were collected, they were sliced for different combinations
of target classes, which were manually chosen according to
method declarations of involved classes. We believe this
process can be achieved automatically but it is not focus
of this paper. Table 2 summaries our experiments. All the
experiments were carried out on an a machine with 1.5GB
RAM and a Pentium 4 2.66GHz processor. The operating
system used was Ubuntu Linux 7.10. The first two columns
of Table 2 tell those packages and classes on which we ap-
plied our tool to infer specifications. Our experiments cov-
ered different kinds of applications for diversity to achieve
a comprehensive evaluation of our approach. They include
Java base libraries, Apache Lucene [18], an open source text
search engine library, jFreeChart [12], a library for display-
ing charts in Java applications, and apache JAMES [11],
an open source mail server. The third column gives the
base programs used in our experiments. We used the Da-
capo benchmark suite [3] in most experiments, SCAN [23],
applications classes base trace numbers of analysis time (second) mined
programs lengths trace slices slicing learning refinement properties
Java IO library Reader, Writer Dacapo 9000 1143∼2285 0.9 0.01 0.1 4
Java Util library Collection, Map, Iterator Dacapo 50000 79∼12855 1.3 0.07 0.2 5
Apache Lucene Document, IndexWriter Dacapo, SCAN 29000 792∼2025 1.0 0.04 0.1 3
jFreeChart Plot,jFreeChart,Listener Dacapo, jFreeChart tests 8900 14∼14 0.8 0.01 0.2 6
Apache JAMES CommandHandler, SMTPHandler JAMES test cases 300 11∼29 0.01 0.01 0.01 2
Table 2. Summary of experiments on jMiner
a desktop content search engine using Lucene, and existing
tests for jFreeChart and JAMES. At least two base programs
are executed for every set of target classes 3.
The fourth column gives the average length of logged
traces. It turned out that the length of the logged trace (the
number of events) is not directly related to quality of the
mined property. For example, the shortest trace, i.e., the
one for JAMES, resulted in a quite comprehensive and pre-
cise specification of the SMTP protocol, as discussed be-
low. The fifth column shows the numbers of non-parametric
trace slices computed from the logged parametric traces.
The numbers of slices are given as ranges because the num-
ber of trace slices is equivalent to the number of parameter
instances and is different from one parameter set to another.
For example, in the Util experiment, 12855 Iterator instances
were observed, while we only saw 79 Map objects. Column
6 to 8 give the analysis time for every stage in our approach,
showing that our algorithm is efficient. The last column in
Table 2 gives numbers of properties mined in our experi-
ments which describe meaningful system behaviors.
4.1 Problem Revealed
We manually compared specifications generated from
different base programs if they appeared to be different. Our
inspection revealed three problematic behaviors of the Da-
capo benchmark. The first is caused by the misuse of It-
erator in the pmd benchmark mentioned in Section 1. Our
tool mined the following pattern, createIter next || createIter
(hasNext next)* hasNext?, from the benchmark, indicating
that the program tried to fetch (and only fetched) the first
element in an iterator without checking hasNext. The ex-
amination of the implementation confirmed our observation
and showed that this is a potential bug in the program, which
has been fixed in a newer version of pmd.
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Figure 11. Inferred problematic Document-
IndexWriter pattern
Another suspicious behavior was known to us ([6]),
related to the uses of Writer in the Xalan benchmark.
3Dacapo is regarded as a suite of base programs.
Our tool mined the following pattern createWriter (write*
closeWriter)+ from the benchmark, immediately showing
that the program may write a Writer even after it has been
closed. The third problem is related to the uses of the
Lucene library in Dacapo’s luindex benchmark, as explained
in what follows. In our experiments, we chose two main
classes, namely, Document and IndexWriter, from Lucene
to infer possible specifications. Document is the unit of in-
dexing and search and IndexWriter creates and maintains an
index. Usually, to create indexing information, a Document
instance is created to represent the indexing information
for a file, then it is added to a IndexWriter object that will
write the indexing information to the index database later.
We used two base program for Lucene in our experiments,
namely, the luindex benchmark in Dacapo and SCAN. Fig-
ure 11 gives an inferred specification involving both Docu-
ment and IndexWriter, in which updateDoc means updates
on the document, addDocToWriter means adding the docu-
ment to an indexwriter, and flushWriter and closeWriter are
events to flush and close the indexwriter, respectively.
The inspection of the inferred specification raised two
unexpected behaviors to us. First, since state 1 is the fi-
nal state, it indicates that some executions did not flush the
writer at the end, which can also be easily found from the
corresponding regular pattern. A quick check showed that
the inferred specification from SCAN had only state 3 as the
final state and the problem was clearly caused by the luindex
benchmark. A further inspection showed that the bench-
mark may only create and modify indexing information but
not flush them before exit. In some cases, the garbage col-
lector will close the writer and flush out the information, but
in other cases, such behavior will lead to loss of information
in the writer that is not flushed promptly.
The other unexpected behavior captured in the specifica-
tion is the transition from state 1 to state 0, which enforces
the Document object to be added into the IndexWriter again
after some changes are made. A search in the Lucnene’s
documentation shows that it is indeed a required pattern of
using IndexWriter: the changes on the Document object are
not visible to the indexwriter if they are made after the doc-
ument is added to the indexwriter.
4.2 More Results
We next discuss some inferred specifications in depth.
jFreeChart: Chart and Plot. jFreeChart [12] is a Java
chart library that makes it easy for developers to display
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Figure 12. Chart-Plot pattern in jFreeChart
professional quality charts in their applications. Our eval-
uation used three core classes/interfaces in the jFreeChart
package, namely, jFreeChart, the main entry of the package,
Plot that draws charts and Listener that is the interface used
for the listener pattern. In this package, both the jFreeChart
and Plot classes provide a large number of functions, result-
ing in complicated specifications if we try to cover all of
them. Also, such comprehensive specifications are likely
to be meaningless since many functions are not relevant to
one another. Therefore, in addition to grouping the func-
tions according to their prefixes and suffixes, we limited
our experiments to take at most two groups of functions for
each class into account every time when inferring a possible
specification. Figure 12 shows the specification involving
the Changed and Notify function groups in both jFreeChart
and Plot. The Changed functions are functions used to no-
tify the jFreeChart/Plot object that some related components
have been changed. The Notify functions are used by the
jFreeChart/Plot object to notify other related components.
Also, CreateChartWithPlot is the creation of a jFreeChart
using a Plot object. Although the inferred automaton seems
non-trivial, it is straightforward to understand the behav-
ior from the generated regular pattern: if a chart is cre-
ated using a plot then every time the plot is changed, the
chart will be notified and changed accordingly but not the
other way around. In addition, every time the plot or the
chart is changed, it will also send out notifications. But
a chart may send out notifications that are not caused by
the Changed function (from the ChartChanged ChartNo-
tify+ pattern). Actually, our experiments also inferred other
specifications, showing that other functions, such as Set,
may also lead to notifications in a chart.
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Figure 13. Mail server protocol in JAMES
Apache JAMES: CommandHandler. We applied our
tool to the CommandHanler interface and the SMTPHandler
class in JAMES’ SMTPServer package. A few meaning-
ful specifications were mined but we focus on the specifi-
cation related to CommandHandler here. CommandHandler
defines the core interface to handle commands from the mail
client. Its mined specification, as showed in Figure 13, pre-
cisely describes the SMTP protocol without using authenti-
cation (due to the lack of test cases). hello is the command
to initiate a mailing session, mail sets the sender of an email,
recipient adds recipients of the email, data gives the content
of the email, and quit aborts the session, which can occur
at any point. It is worth noting that, unlike other exam-
ples where the method name is used as the event id and the
target object and arguments are used as event parameters,
we used the class name of the target CommandHandler ob-
ject, e.g., HeloCmdHandler, as the event id and the argument
of the onCommand() function in the CommandHandler in-
terface as the event parameter, which is an SMTPSession
object representing a mailing session. It is easy to achieve
such changes in our approach not only because AspectJ pro-
vides the needed programming capability but also because
the parametric slicing algorithm and the mining algorithm
in our approach do not depend on any specific meaning of
the event and the trace. This way, our approach provides the
user the flexibility to apply domain knowledge in specifica-
tion mining to achieve better results.
5 Related Work
Many approaches have been proposed to mine automata-
based specifications from observed execution traces. [2]
introduces a mining tool, Strauss, to mine automata-based
specifications from execution traces. Strauss uses flow anal-
ysis and type inference to decide the relation among param-
eters carried by events, mainly because Strauss is applied to
C programs that often use primitive values to represent dif-
ferent entities in the systems. We focus on mining proper-
ties about objects in this paper and can relate parameters by
simply checking whether they refer to the same object at the
same position. But we believe that our parametric trace slic-
ing algorithm is general and can be applied to parameters of
primitive types once combined with the analysis proposed
in [2]. Strauss is also based on the PFSA algorithm, but it
requires the user to manually choose ”hot spots” in order
to improve the resulting automaton. Our learning algorithm
automatically refines the automaton using the input trace
set. [13] is another approach using the PFSA algorithm to
infer typestate specifications. But it makes no effort to im-
prove the inferred automaton, leaving necessary correction
of the specification to the user.
[25] and [9] present techniques to mine fixed types of
patterns from execution traces, e.g., two-letter alternating
patterns ((a b)*) or three-letter patterns. Comparing with
our approach, they are not able to mine complex specifica-
tions but they do not require any pre-defined symbols to use
in the specification. [1] proposes an approach to efficiently
infer state-based specifications using frequent closed partial
orders (FCPO). But it cannot handle more complicated pat-
terns like in Figure 1. [17] presents an advanced algorithm
to mine extended finite state machines (EFSM), finite state
machines extended with state constraints. Conceptually,
EFSM subsumes the parametric specification discussed in
this paper since a parameter binding can be regarded as a
state constraint. However, such generalization of EFSM re-
quires having different sets of states for different parameter
bindings in the generated automaton. As we show in the ex-
periments, the number of parameter bindings can be large
in practice and may result in a very complicated automaton
using EFSM. On the other hand, it can be beneficial to com-
bine EFSM with our parametric trace slicing framework to
handling both parameters and state constraints.
Some static analysis based approaches have also been
proposed to infer automata-based specifications, including
[20], [21] and [24]. Static mining approaches avoid the lim-
ited coverage of dynamic mining but they are usually less
scalable and create more redundancy in the results. Also,
there are many dynamic analysis approaches to infer speci-
fications other than finite state machines. For example, [4]
and [16] mine sequence diagram-based specifications, and
Daikon [7] and [10] infer state predicates.
6 Conclusion
This paper presented an approach to mine parametric
state-based specifications from observed execution traces.
The approach is based on a general framework that gen-
erates non-parametric traces from the logged parametric
traces, thus allowing one to apply mining techniques that do
not take parameters into account. A PFSA-based algorithm
to infer compact and precise state-based specifications from
non-parametric traces was developed within the parametric
framework. The approach has been implemented in a tool
prototype, named jMiner. Our experiments show that our
technique is effective in mining specifications that involve
one or more parameters for different types of programs. The
results are usually compact, precise and easy to understand,
facilitating human inspection and program analysis. Inspec-
tion of the inferred specifications revealed problematic be-
haviors in some of the analyzed programs.
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